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Abstract: In this research an emerging field of power electronics in nanotechnology is survived. This
application-based technology today is called Nano Power Electronics. It utilizes nano electronic
transistors in switching applications in the range of nano power for signal shaping purposes. In recent
years Single Electron Transistors are highly interested in nano electronic applications. They have got
inherently fast tunneling rate, which makes them highly suitable for high-speed operation. Based on
this fact, a novel nano DC/AC converter nano inverter is proposed with these transistors. Simulation of
this integrated nano inverter with SPICE shows it has excellent output waveforms and it will be a good
candidate for nano power electronic applications.
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Nano power electronics is a new emerging field of
technology in the twenty first century. The aims of nano
power electronics are power shaping (from DC to AC)
for nano electro mechanic loads. Applications of nano
power electronics are in controlling the speed of nano
motors, automotive micro and nano systems, medical
technology, nano robotics and future space systems[1-3].
These applications are interested because of the
attention, which is focused to reduction of size, cost and
power loss.
Advanced semiconductor technology continues to
drive the scaling of electronic device dimensions into
the ultra thin and nano dimensional regime. The main
focus of nano scale power electronics is to use this nano
sized semiconductors in power electronic circuits. Thus
nano power electronics is a multidisciplinary field
which it's study has some prerequisites such as quantum
science
for
advanced
nanometer
regime
semiconductors, power electronic systems (switching
converters), control theory and VLSI integration
technology. Figure 1 shows these sources of nano
power electronics study and some of it's most important
applications. The area of nano scale power electronic
devices and elements largely includes all types of newly
being formulated tunneling devices and elements. The
dimensions of such devices are in the range of few
nanometers and they are the most promising candidates
for the use in all nano power electronic application
areas. Such devices are being widely utilized as single
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electron devices for the production of Ultra-LargeScale-Integration (ULSI) circuits and devices.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Using set as a nano switch: Current progress in
electronics industry is pushing Metal Oxide
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
dimensions towards the 10-nm gate length limit, which
is expected to be the basic physical limit of
conventional MOSFETs[4]. When semiconductor
structures are scaled down to the nanometer region and
beyond, quantum mechanics effects increases and
finally determine the behavior. While for CMOS this
causes faults to occurand therefore is a limit to the
scalability, for SET this means scalability even on
atomic scale set, because SET is based on quantum
mechanics effects.
To ensure further feature-size reduction, one
possible solution is to develop Single-Electron
Tunneling (SET) devices. SET devices and circuits
have been developed rapidly in both theory and
applications during the past two decades.
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Fig. 2: Schematic of a basic single electron transistor
and its different parameters

Fig. 4: Macro-modeling of an SET(equivalent circuit of
an SET)
is linear with a parameter constant of CG (gate
capacitance). Optional second gate showed on Fig. 1 is
for trimming and adjusting the background (internal)
charge of island.

C1 = C2 = C/2
R1 = R2 R/2

Current/(e/RC)

K BT = 0.01 e2/C
Q e = e/2
Qe = 0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SET macromodeling for nano power electronic
applications: A few circuit models are proposed in the
literatures. One of them that best fits with switching
applications is presented in[11]. Figure 4 shows the
proposed SET equivalent circuit which can be
converted to SPICE code. Symmetric features of the
drain-source current-voltage (Ids-Vds) characteristics
are incorporated with two branches consisting of the
combination of resistors, diodesand voltage sources.
They are denoted by R2/D2/V2 and R3/D3/V3,
respectively. The directions of D2 and V2 are opposite
to those of D3 and V3 to have the current flow in both
positive and negative drain-source bias. The charging
energy, periodically changing as a function of the gate
bias, is included in R1, R2 and R3 where the cosine of
the gate bias is used. They are expressed as follows:

Vt (for Q 0 = 0)

Source-drain voltage V (e/C)

Fig. 3: Current-voltage characteristic of basic SET
device under different gate voltages
The fundamental principle of SET device action is
the coulomb blockade phenomena, which result in on or
off states of this transistor[5-7]. Some recent applications
of SET are switching based such as analog to digital
and digital to analog converters[8] and nanometer digital
gate design[9].
The basic schematic of a SET device, where a
conductive island is sandwiched between two tunnel
junctions is shown in Fig. 2. A proper operation of a
SET device requires: (1) the tunnel junction resistance
(RD, RS) to be greater than the quantum resistance to
confine the electrons in the islandand (2) the charging
energy of the island capacitance to be larger than the
available thermal energy to avoid electron tunneling
due to the thermionic emission[5].
The current-voltage characteristic of this device is
shown in Fig. 3 for different gate voltages[10]. Note that
in off state, device is in coulomb blockade and no
current flows through it but with an increase in drainsource voltage after reaching a critical voltage, device
can conduct and will be in on state. The effect of gate
voltage is lowering the critical drain-source voltage
needed to start conducting the current. The relationship
between Q0 (external charge of island) and gate voltage

R 1 (Vg ) = CR1 + CR2.Cos(CF1.Vg )

R 2 (Vg ) = R 3 (Vg ) =

CVp
CI2 − 2CVp / R 1 (Vg )

(1)
(2)

Note that all of resistors in the macro model are
highly nonlinear so we expect having challenges in the
simulation time and speed.
The parameters, CF1, CVp, CI2, CR1and CR2 are
used to fit the current-voltage characteristics at various
gate biases.
A novel set based half bridge nano inverter: Half
Bridge DC/AC converter which is named inverter is
simplest switching converter which is survived in all
texts[12].
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Fig. 5: A half bridge Nano Inverter utilizing SETs

Fig. 8: SET based digital Inverter for derivation of
control signal 2

Fig. 6: Control signals of proposed nano inverter
Fig. 9: Input-output characteristics of SET based digital
inverter (Fig. 8)
The output waveform is with good agreement with
known conventional switch based half bridge inverter.
Control signal 2 can be derived from control signal 1
utilizing a NOT gate. This digital gate can be
implemented with two series SETs as shown in Fig. 8
which is biased by the same DC input voltage. The final
goal is to have an integrated nano inverter. The inputoutput characteristic of this circuit is simulated and
shown on Fig. 9 which is in good agreement with
conventional digital inverters.

Fig. 7: Output (Load) voltage of proposed Nano
Inverter for E = 30 mv and resistive load
Figure 5 shows a novel half bridge inverter which is
suitable for nano power applications. In this circuit
SETs act as switches. Control signals of SETs are
pulses driving nano switch in on or off regions as
shown in Fig. 6. These pulses have a frequency of
5KHz and a height of 50mv which is sufficien to switch
the SET's. SPICE simulation results of Fig. 5 for the
output (load) voltage is shown in Fig. 7.
There is no limitation in theory for switching speed
of SETs compared to nano MOSFETs but in practice,
load and interconnection parasites of transistors cause a
limit on the switching frequency of nano inverter.

CONCLUSION
Nano scale power electronics will immensely
advance all of the future applications. This study
addressed one kind of novel nano power electronic
converter, which consists of SET transistors. We used
SPICE macro-modeling for SETs as switches in a nano
inverter. We simulated proposed half bridge nano
inverter and the simulation results demonstrated that the
SETs can be used as good nano switches in all of nano
power electronic applications. These transistors had no
theoretical limitations in switching speed in contrast to
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nano MOSFETs although circuit and interconnection
parasitics set an upper limitation for them. Also they
can be used for the integration of power circuit and
control circuit in nano power electronic applications.
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